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AlphaKappaGamma TapsBoutehard^Mkh^Moore^Turner^ Ware
Five Juniors
Receive Honor Bid
At Chapel Service

Maid-of-Honor

May Queen ..

[Fete Theme Depicts
Colonial Virginia
At Williamsburg

Membership Based
Upon Character
Leadership, Service
Betty Boutchard.
Margaret
Mish, Susie Moore, Shirley Turner,
and Ann Ware were tapped by
Alpha Kappa Gamma, national
leadership fraternity for women,
at the annual Spring tapping
service ui chapel \T*terday. April
28. Each of these students i> a '
member of the Junior lass.
I
Eligibility for DMBbtrahtp In
Alpha Kappa Oamm. !s based
upon character, qualities of leadership, and service to the school.
To be a member, a student must.
haw an average scholar-hip. "She 1
must have caught the -.pint of her |
college and proven her wortb II j
a member of its studer: body," i
added Jane Sanford, pies.dtiu if,
Joan Circle of Alpha Kappa
Gamma, in an introductory '■'■k |
Betty Boutchard, of Newport
News, has recently been re-elect-!
ed president of the incoming
senior class, having served as
president of the junior class 'his '
year. In this position she n.i;
continue as associate head of the :
College War Council for the M
ond year. As a first year studen1 ;
Betty Boutchard wa* represent,"tlve of her class on Student
Council. She is president of Pi
Kappa Sigma social sorority and
is a member of the Cotillion Club.
the Commercial Club, and Pegasus.
Margaret Mish, of Lexington,
newly elected president of the
House Council, has served on this
council as hall president and
treasurer in her sophomore vein
and as secretary during this year.
She was active In the Choral Olub
and A'capella choir her freshman
year and was a member of the
Virginian and Rotunda staffs her
sophomore and junior years and
is a member of the Cotillion Club
and of Gamma Theta, social sorority.
Susie Moore, of Richmond, is
the editor-in-chief of the 1943
Virginian. She has worked on
the Virginian staff for three
years, and is head of the stuging
group of the Dramatic Club, having been a member for three
years. She is also a member of
Beorc Eh Thorn and Kappa Delta
Pi, national scholastic fraternity.
Shirley Turner is incoming vicepresident of the Athletic Association, is head of the first-aid
committee on the College War
Council, and conducts the first
aid classes as student Instructor
of first-aid. As a sophomore she
Continued nn Page fi

Costume Dances
Music and Sports
Permeate Festival

NAN( Y NAFF

Mary Lou Shannon will be
crowned 'the fairest and noblest
of all the ladies of Old Williamsburg" by Jane McGinnis, repres| entlng Governor Alexander Spotswood, as the climax of the May
' Day Festival at Longwood on Sat] urday May 2, at 5 o'clock P. M.
The theme of the program is
centered around the historic visit
to the Shenandoah Valley by Governor Spotswood and his knights,
the first white men to go beyond
the Blue Ridge Mountains. The
young and daring governor had
gathered twenty followers to accompany him on the Journey, and
all Virginia awaited anxiously
their return.
The program is opened by an
Indian ritual. Hymn to the Sun.
In a garden in Williamsburg. The
members of Orchesis depict the
Indians praying for the safe return of Spotswood.
As the Indians leave Spotswood
appears and reveals to his men
his plan for the journey, using
a large map. The Indian guide
Is shown the route and they deMARY LOr SHANNON
part over the hills into the valley.
The second part of the program
takes place three months later,
when all Virginia has heard of
the successful trip and has Journeyed to Williamsburg to celebrate. The next dance represents
the preparation for the celebraA May Day celebration has been many changes in three years, and tion by the Negroes in Ring
observed with the coming of yet it still holds a precious sym- Shout. Work Song, and a SpiritSpring for hundreds of years. The bolism for each of us. When May ual.
ancient Romans celebrated the ar- Day was first observed at State
All the children of the town aprival of Spring an entire week. Teachers College, then the State
pear
to offer their contributions
They. too. had May Pole dances Normal School, it was a short enwith small children twining gar- tertainment presented on the to the celebration. They do a
..iiul, around the columns of the lawn in front of the infirmary. hoop dance and the gayer ones
temple of the goddess Flora, and At various times the celebration I play tag while the May Pole is
then joining hands and dancing has been held on the front cam- ! brought forth. Then follows the
pus, in front of Longwood. and traditional May Pole dance.
around the figure.
The .'itage is then set for the
May Day has been iastitution I now is given in the Dell, at Longentrance of Governor Spotswood
at Farmville for over thirty years. WOOd, an ideal amphitheater.
The theme of May Day, too. and his men. Three colorful folk
The celebration has gone through
has changed with the years. groups appear, an English group
Three years ago, in the Spring of | representing the English citizenKappa Delta Pi Bids 1940, the program was based on j ry of the town, an Irish group reEnglish customs with Robin | presenting the Irish settlers, and
Eleven Nev Members Old
Hood as the out landing charac- a Scotch group representing the
I odante of early colonists.
Kappa Delta Pi. national schol- ter. Last year the theme was Also the more accomplished
the
development
of
America
and
astic fraternity, selected eleven
men of the town display
candidates for membership at a : the court a Court of Nations. This then skill. Four taigeteers exlyear
the
setting
of
May
Day
is
lecent meetmr
placed in Virginia a few years be- hibit their prowess and there is a
Those girls receiving bids into fore the birth of George Wash- duel. A fanfare of music anthe fraternity were: Eleanor ington, when Alexander Spots
('aiitinucd on Page ft
Boothe, Hazel PJ, Gay. Charlotte wood was governor and th>- capiGreeley, Martha Hammock. Wini- | tal was in Williamsburg.
fred Harrell. Myrtle Harrison,
In the early history of the fete,
Jean Hatton. Mary Fidele Hay- it was on the grounds of the
mes, Warwick Mitchell. Virginia training school, then part of the
Sedgley. and Mrs. Irene Ander- college, and on the camp;.
son Clark. Than new members S. T. C. in alternate years. In
INI pledged Tuesday, April 28. 1922 the festival was first called
and will go through a period of Field Day.
Professor Alfred Strick. head of
oiientatlon before their initiation,
Through the fatMi May Day the music department at State
which is to be held at a Later Dl ever been a major event of Teachers College received word
date
the year. Only with hours and parly this week that a picture of
On WiN
morning. May
and weeks of intensive the Madrigal Singers of State
29. in chapel, there was a retloe can the May Day be put Teachers College will be featured
cognition service in which thoee in the comniemorable mannar In the twenty-fourth edition of
the Associated Collegiate Digest
girls wiu> reoelved and aoi epted traditional at S. T. C.
to be released in Farmville on
bids wire recognized
May 13.
Eleanor Folk
pi ldent oi
Professor Stink altO announced
Kappa Delta Pi. has announce!
May Day Program that an invitation has been rethat the annual reception will
from Dr. Edgar G. Oambe given Friday. May 15. The pui mon, president of Hampdenif this reception la to enterSaltirflat/, Man in
Sydney College, for the Madrigal
tain those freshman and sophoSinger, and Senior A capella choir
Wbo rank in the upper 12:45—Lunch
4:00—Mem'
ui' May
to sniK at the Hampden-Sydney
■ I then class. Members
alumni clinnei to be IK Id at LongDay east due at
of the faculty trill be present.
wood Friday evenlnc, May l. Miss
lift
Although the plans for
LoDjrwood
Virginia Richards, an assistant Inthe reception have not vet been
5:00—May Day
structor in muifc at 8. T c, win
completed. It Is thought that
6:80 Dinner
accompany the groups as soloist
there will be a prominent guest
1:80—Virginian dance
at this time.
•peakci for the occasion

Thespians Elect May Day Fete
| Themes For May Day Undergo
Stossel New Head Climaxed by Dance Variation Through the Years
V

New Officers Arc
Elected Wednesday

Collegians to Swing
Tempo to Allegro

Elsie Stossel. junior from Front
Royal, was elected president of
the Dramatic Club for the coming year on Wednesday night.
April 22. She has served as an
assistant chairman of the annual
Dramatic Club play contest and
as vice-president of the club this
year, and will succeed Margaret
Wright as head of the organization.
Hannah Lee Crawford, sophomore from Farmville, was elected vice-president, while Betty
Youngberg. junior of Ashland,
was re-elected secretary. Helen
Delong, of Buchanan and a member of the junior class, was elected treasurer to replace Lillian
German.
Nelle White was chosen head
of the lighting committee, Susan
Durrett was made head of the
staging committee, and Lucille
Lewis was named chairman of the
Continued on Page 2

Concluding the May Day Festivities, from 8:30 o'clock until
12 o'clock on Saturday evening.
May 2, the Washington and Lee
Collegians, under the direction of
Paul Thomas, will swing out for
the Virginian Dance.
Decorations for the annual
dance will continue the May Day
theme, using the May pole colors,
green and yellow," announced
Sara Trigg. chairman of decorations for the dance, early this
week.
Ann Ware. May Wertz, Ann
Turner. Winifred Wright, and
Martha Roberts, chairman, will
compose the floor committee.
Other committees for the dance
are Anne Ayers. editor of the
Virginian, general chairman: Beezie Townsend, in charge of orchestra: Gay Ward Brown, in
charge of tickets:
and Susie
Moore, In charge of the lounge
and check room.
Mr. and Mrs. T A. McCorkle.
Dr. J. L. Jarman, Miss Muiy
Whit,- Cox. Miss Virginia Bedford, art advisor for the Virginian, May Wertz, Gay Ward Brawn,
and Anne Ayers will compose the
lecehing line. Chaperons for the
night will be members of the
faculty and home department.
Ticket! at the usual price may
be obtained from .-my m mber
of the Virginian itafl thla m i k

Dramatic Club Heads...

Sara Jeffreys Named
Chief Photographer

—Pho'o by Jeffreys
Recently elected heads of the Dramatic Club are. from left
to right, Hannah Lee Crawford, vice-president; Elsie Stossel, president; and Helen Delong. treasurer. Betty Youngberg, secretary, was
absent when the picture was made.

Sara Jeffreys, .sophomore, has
been chosen photographic editor
of The Rotunda fol thl Miming
year as a result of tryouta conducted by The Rotunda staff for
the past three wen
She will take over this potltiOO
immediately

Collegiate Digest
Features Madrigals
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May Court Attendants ...

NBC Praises'Choir;
"Virginia Gazette"
Reviews Recital

ATTESTIOX
The Rotunda wislic; to -orrert Ihe figures quoting the
prices of May Day costumes,
ul'icli were published in the
pi-rccding issue of The Rotun.1 ■•. The li»ure. instead of reading SttUO. should have
hern
$350.

Twenty-four Members

May Bay Program Will Open
With Sexton as Soloist

i

Read Reveals Results
World Student Fund
Headed by Y. W. C. A.

May Day festivities will begin Ann Upshur. Marie Nichols, Eliza-1 Amy Read, former chairman of
Saturday afternoon at 5 o'clock beth Mast, Dody Jines, Polly Com- the Public Affairs Committee, anwith the Indian dance with Betty mack, Jean Akers, Phyllis Akers, j nounced recently that the final
Sexton as soloist.
Martha Higgias, Irma Dell Moore, amount sent to the National
Dressed in short two piece cos- Sarah Eschan. Lois Baughman, HeadquaiUrs in New York for
tumes, hand painted with Indian Mary Ann Jarrett. Mary Wat- the World Student Service Fund
designs, the members of Orchesis kins. Barbara Hudson. Evelyn was $256.50. The drive at S. T. C.
• KI11<-11it In the Indian formation Ruggles. Ann Pettls. Louise Purnponsored by the Y. W. C. A.
are Anne Bradshaw, Ann Coving- ess, Patricia Garth, Edith SanThe goal set for the national
ton, Ruth Dugger, Harriette Wal- ford. Kay Thompson. Dot Tuck, fund for 1941-42 was $100,000.
ker, Jeanne Strick, Betsy Davis, Evelyn Stovall. Lorraine Raiford, The purpose of the World Stud
Louise McCorkle. Hallie Hillsman, Cecile Parr. Mary Prances Moon. cnt Service Fund is to give neShirley Cadmus, Mary Hunter Ed- Mariabeth Jacob. Janet Jackson, cessary aid to students all over
munds, Alice Seebert, Lulie Jones, Nancy Dickerson. Bernice Blair, the world, with special emphasis
Louisa Sanford, Grace Ellerton, Margaret Bear, and Mary Ann at this time on those in the warShirley Pierce, and Betty Sex- Biggs.
torn nations. International headton. The dance is under the diThose in the Irish folk dance quarters are in Geneva. Switzerrection of Mary Hunter Ed- will wear brightly colored skirts.! land,
munds.
pants and vests. Composing the|
Those in the Negro dance, Irish dance are Nellie Vain, Mary i
which follows, are Shirley Cad- Virginia Evans. Helen Wilson,Hint'I" Heads Y, W.
mus, Peggy Allen, Ruth Dugger, Doris
Pogus. Connie Powell » ,
v>
A
Jeanne Strick, Gloria Pollard, El- Eleanor Wade, Bobby Scott, Nan- AdVlSOT.V Hoard
len Ebel, Helen Wiley Hardy, cy Wilkinson, Katherine Green
Ann Covington, Alice Seebert, Theresa Hutt, Marion Orange,
Miss Winnie V. Hiner was reLouise McCorkle. Betty Jane Mary Lee Pierce. Pat Maddox. cently elected chairman of the
Hunt. Lulie Jones. Nell Quinn, Elizabeth Jones. Nancy Hughes, Y. W. C. A. advisory board. In
Lillian Goddin. Prances Wentzel. Carolyn Smith. Mary Sue Palmer. a student election held recently
Madeline Sprinkle. Jane Brown, Sally Robinson. Virginia Terrell, Miss Hiner and Miss Grace E.
Helen Mclndoe, Betty Henritze, Pamela Starling. Ophelia Whittle, Moran were elected to the board
Martha Watson, and Anne Mar- Martha Spratt, Margaret Ken-'of advisors. This marks the sectenstein. They will be dressed in nedy, Owen Sampson. Rebecca' ond term that Miss Hiner has
bright colors and will wear ban- Blanton, Roberta Davis, Sara Lee served in this capacity.
danas on their heads.
Ea.st, Niuicy Moss. Mary Sterrett,; Nancy Hall has been appointed
The children's dances will be Nancy Rushing. Gloria Shepherd,: chairman of the prayers commitcomposed of a hoop dance, a tag Virginla Edwards, Ruth Ellen I tee. This committee prepares the
dance, and a May pole dance. The Harvey. Hersey Hutt, Alice Oreen, devotional service held nightly in
girls in these will wear green and Mai Beimn Beall. Virginia Davis the large auditorium after dinyellow outfits. In the dances are Ida Coleman. Kitty Kilmon. and ner. She is starting on her duties
Judy Eason, Prances Mallory, Sarah Prance.
by planning a special program
Jane Engleby, Stella Harmon,
Wearing tri-colored plaids in with Mrs Jessie Eubank, who is
Grace Hutchison, Jean Guy, Alice the Scottish folk dance are Edith spending Ithis week on campus
Marie Ootarly, Betty Boutchard, Lovins, Ann Engart. Becky Lacy, discussing problems that especialLena Butterworth, Mary Kath- Dick Butterworth. Jane Ruffin, ly concern students.
■ iino Zehmer, Mlggle MLsh, Mary Barbara Holladay,
Will Hall,
Anne Mottley. Kitty Parrish. Dot Marie Hedgecock. Jean Cole, BerJohnson, Inez Jones, Jerry Ackiss, nice Smith
Marilyn Johnson,
Lilly Bee Gray. Margaret Wright. Mary Walton, Betty Btrehfield,
Margaret Webster, Betty Peer- Peggy Gray, Hilah Lee Parks,
man Margaret Bowling, lima Margaret Neaves, Margaret Ann
Graff. Betty Reid, Virginia Camp- Pritchet. Susan Durrett. PollyEmily Irby, junior transfer
fleld, Edna Brown, Lucile Chea- anna Booth, Julia Glenn. Dot Sa-1 fI'om Blackstone. Amy Read, from
tliam, Sarah Wade Owen, Pran- hnow, Joan Haddon, Dottle Qil- Newport News, Betty Reid, of
ces Adam;. Jean Weller. Jean mer. Pay Johnson, Sugar Baker, Staunton, and Mary
Stuart
Hatton. Sara Jeffreys. Mary Jane Ann Ridley, Salh overbey Nuby Wamsley. from Millboro Springs
Kit tile. Libby Carter.
Emma Steward. Jane Johnson. Dottie were issued bids today to become
Louise Crowgiy, Harriet Scott, Herrick. Kyle Barnhill, Evelyn members of Pi Gamma Mu, naAnn Trotter, Mary Keith Bing- Christian. Martha Blake. Virginia 'ional fraternity in social sciences.
ham. Estellt- Smith. Jo Ware, and Hitchlngs. Nancy Myers, Carol
Those girls who accept bids will
Augusta Parks.
Digg.s and Frames Phillips,
be Initiated Into the fraternity
Those in the English folk dance
The Kills making the Pre- next Tuesday night. May 5, at
will win blue Unwind prints and classics formation are Shirley
blue breeches In this dance are Cadmus. Louisa Sanford, Lulie 8:30 o'clock. Jean Hatton. presiMiriam Weger. Mary Ambler Jones, Betty Sexton, Betsy Davis. dent of the Virginia Gamma
Thomasson. Betty Agnew, Jane Oracc Ellerton. Mary Hunter Ed- chapter, assisted by the other ofMoscly, Anne Seay, Virginia Via, munds Gloria Pollard, Harriette ficers will initiate the new memAnne Mai tensteln. Jean Smith, Walker. Ann Covington. Ruth i)i-i'
Ellen
| faldwell, Lucy Manson, Dugger. Shirt*) Pienr
Marilyn Bell. Mary Ann Reid, Lula Ebel. Hallie Hillsman, Alice SeeMoss, Martha WaUson. Martha beri and Louise McCorkle.

Four Juniors Reeeive
PI Gamma Mu Bids

Willis, the Florist

Campus League Adds Covington Teacher
Six New Assistants To (Jo To Wisconsin
As Spanish Professor
Ann Blalr. Campus League
Chairman, has announced the
new Campus League assistants
who will take over their duties
for next year at an early date. I
Thus, who will represent the |
senior class for the following year
are Brookie Benton and Eleanor
Koothe. while the Junior class reprcseiilaihes will be Louise Bell
and Warrick Mitchell. Representing the sophomore class will be
Jean Oarland and Dodie Jones,

Flower* for All Occasion*

RECORDS

Violet Woodall was elected to
replace Jane Lee Hutche;on as
president of Sigma Pi Rho. Latin
fraternity, at a recent meeting.
Eleancr Boothe was re-elected
vice-president, and Martha Anderson will serve as secretarytreasurer. Miss Minnie Rice was
re-chosen counsellor.
Violet Woodall and Martha AnIci.on will represent Parmville
■1 the national convention at
Southern Illinois State Teachers
College in Caibondell, Illinois on
May 1 and 2.
The Spring issue of The Tribu'um will be distributed on Friday
1. Sara Cline, editor, announced
last night. Included in this issue
will be a guest editorial by Dr.
James Elliott Walmsley. former
counsellor. In this issue, also.
will appear a prize winning essay
by Ernestine Meacham. who was
graduated from Parmville In June,

Mr. S. LnPrade of the National
Broadcasting Company recently
The Mav Day Committee ilso
:ent his compliments to the
wishes
the fact to be cxprrsscd
State Teachers College choirs on
that in the selection and purllicir recent performance in New- cihaac •' mat rials for May Day
York. He also included an in- enrtuires, only those which
vitation to the choir to return to could be practically used after
that city for another performance, i the May Day celebration were
chosen.
A favorable review of the f
choirs' trip to V.illiamsburg on I
Wednesday, April 15. appeared in
"The Virginia Gazette". Williamsburg paper, in it. the reviewer
stated:
"The outstanding criticism of the performance was
Twenty-four girls were initiat- i
that it wat too short from the ed into the Association of Childstandpoint of one at all interested hood Education, Tuesday night,
in music."
April 21 in the Y. W. C. A.
"Not only was the musicianship lounge.
competent, well balanced, and
Emma Louise Crow gey. outgoing .
pleasing, but much was added to president, initiated the girls while
the general effect by the fact the Margaret Kit chin, in-coming pres- ■
ident, presented the new memA'Capella choirs were dressed in bers.
i
maroon vestments while the bal11941.
Those girls who were initiated
ance of the group wore vest- ore Jean Kellam. Rena Lucy,
ments of blue.''
Prances Rainey. Virginia WilMuch credit was given to Direc- liams. Ethelyn Smith. Martha
tor Alfred Strick "on his mater- Bonawell. Evelyn Cannon. Nell
iacross from i & 10c store i
ial" and upon "his personal in- Richards. Lois Spicard. Mary Hazdustry." for the "major faults of legrove, Connie Knlghton. Betsy
Phone 380
a college chorus were reduced to Bullock. Elise Smith, Anne Page
a minimum throughout the whole Francis, Leona Moomaw Kathprogram ", the review continued. erine Kennedy, Doris Taylor.
Favorable criticism was also Bridget Gentile Lucy Davis, Lulie
Mill. WORK
given the two soloists. Pat Maddox, and Peggy Bellus. "The two Jones. Mary K. Zehmer. Shirley
BUILDING MATERIALS
solo numbers were rendered by Turner, Mary Harvie and Libby
Miss Patricia Maddox and Miss Bernard.
Peggy Bellus. Miss Maddox has
a competent contralto voice and
sang "None but the Lonely Heart"
by Tchaikowsky. Miss Bellus has
a sweet, but not powerful voice
that was well suited to a reverential interpretation of the "Ave
Maria" of Schubert".
The Madrigal Singers led by
Virginia Barksdale "created a diversion by appearing in white
gowns, cape.s. and hoods.'
In
this group "the particularly solid
and pleasing alto voices" werea
noted favorably.
Special recognition was also given the A'capella rendition of
"Puerl Hebraeorum'. sung by the
•••••
Junior and senior choirs.
The
whole was "an outstanding per•••
formance and well merited the
prolonged applause which It received."

A. C. E. Initiates

The members of May Court wiio will alien
the Owen 01 Mu> in S.ilurd.i\ afternoon arc.
It-It to right. I rout row: Maj Wcrlz. Ann Boswell I'.li/.abcth Ann Parker. Agnes Pa It noB, Ann Brad
SIIHM, Sarah Massif (ioodr, Nancvc, Dasbield, Martha (oUiell. and ( otlie R-.idspinncr: in the second
row an- Sara Hardy. Allene Overbey, Frances Rosebro, Helen Wilry Hardy Dot fhilriress. Kli/abeth
(iunter. Polly Keller, (Jay Ward Drown.. Mary K.velvn Pearsall. and >lar\ Lou Tribble.

Wood*]] Will Head
Latin Fraternity

Vanity Beauty Shop

Farmville Mfe. Co.

JUST
ARRIVED

Thespians Elect
Co/ifinued from Page 1
make-up committee.
Jeanne
Strick was elected chairman of
the acting group, while Sally
Robertson will head the properties committee and the costume
committee will be headed by Jane
Smith.
Other officers of the club elected at the same time are Ella
Banks Weathers, who was chosen parliamentarin
and
Fay
Johnson, who was elected chairman of the ninth annual Dramatic Tournament which will be
held next year. Ann Warrick
was elected chairman of the poster committee and Martha Hlggins was chosen head of the social committee.
MEET ME AT

SHANNON'S
For Cold Drinks
Phone 522

Good Food
We Deiver

C. E. Chappell Co.
FOUNTAIN SERVICE
Visit us for the beet
PHONE 1S9

GRAY'S
DRUG STORE

Miss Menel It. McAllister, prolessor of French in the Covington
Victor. Bluebird. Decca, Columbia Pure Drugs
HlKh
Medicine*
School, has been appointed
Okrh and Elite
assistant m the Spanish DepartPerfumes—Toilet Article*
P
t Rt ,h(> DnJE£g (),
wis.
Fsrmvlllc Virginia
consln next year. While there
Quality—Price—terries
Mlv- McAllister will devote part
( nine In and hear them
„f her time to study In the department of romance lam
Have your clothes looking their
2c paid lor old rrnmls
Miss McAUistii real mil her
best for MAY DAY.
B. S. degree from Kwrmville State
Teachers Oollcm- m 1938. and
since that time has been u leachTHIRD STREET
er In the Covington High School
PHONE 77

NEW
SUMMER
SUITS
Seersuckers, Shantung, and Ginghams. Fine for travel, and Sports
Wear. Cool and lovely to look
at, In Plaids and Stripes.

3.98 to 7.95
SECOND FLOOR

On Sale Here!

Hop Says:

WILSON
F1RKSTONK STORK

Dr Luxe Cleaners

Davidson's, Inc
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War Council Appeals For Current Interest;\Cammmm Education Group
Advocates Optional Nutrition

Special War Savings Drive Begins May 7

IJv MARY KATIIKKINK HUDSON
Chairman of Consumer education < Onuntttw

Prayers Theme Initiates War Week Mood*"
With Loyalty in Service to (Jod and Country War Week Heads ...
On Monday night. May 4. WarWeek will begin at State Teat-hen,
College at a special prayers service in Joan Court. This service will be the initial prayer service stressing the theme for the
week. Wartime Loyalty in Service.
and will emphasize loyalty in service to country. Amy Read. Y.W.
C. A. president will lead this service.
Tuesday night. May 5. the
theme of War Week will be developed by the central idea of
"Service To God" on Wednesday
night, "To Others;" and Friday.
•To Self.
Ritual Exercise
Staged Tuesday
The War Week program will be
continued in chapel Tuesday with
a ritual exercises. On the stage
at this time a background of the
flags of the free people of the
world and the allied nations will
set the mood of liberty and freedom. Mimeographed copies of the
national songs of the Allies will
be distributed, and the exercise
will consist chiefly of the singing
of these anthems which Miss Lit*
ubeth Purdum has been instructing in freshman chapel each Monday during the past quarter The
licslunan class will lead the singing.
Mary Hunter Edmunds, chairman of the Morale Committee,
will give a talk on the history of
the flag and flag etiquette, and
then will lead the entire student
body in the flag salute. Caroline
Eason. chairman of the Ritual
Committee, and Mary Pidele
Haymes arc in charge of the program.
Sometime during the week, the
Farmville Silver Band will again
furnish music of national songs
for a retreat ceremony of lowering the United States flag on the
dome of the Rotunda.
Stamps Booth
To Open Wednesday
On Wednesday. May 6, Conservation Day. a more intense drive
will be made for the collection of
old paper, tooth paste tubes and
other useful materials. In chapel
on the same day, Dr. James Elliott Walmsley will give a news

summary and analysis of the
week's news.
A booth which now is being
constructed and at which war
savings stamps will be sold is to
be opened Thursday immediately
after chapel in the Rotunda. Eugenia Ramsey will be in charge
of the booth at this time. The
booth will remain open to stud- i
ants each day for the remainder1
of the school year. Betty Sexton
and Anna Mary Wilklns are in
charge of decorating the booth,
and Mary Lilly Purdum. chairman of the War Finance Committee, is in charge of selling the
stamps.
Friday, May 8. a special program for instruction of self-protrction in air raids will be conducted by Nell Hurt, chairman of
the Air-raid Defense Committee.
This program, along with the flag
lowering ceremony will close the
special week of war unphaau]

War Week Stresses
Nine O'clock Prayer
Each night during War Week,
May 4 through May 8. special
attention will be paid to the nine
o'clock whistle which is blown at
the Buffalo Shook Company in
Farmville.
One night during the week, the
lights in all the dormitories will
be turned off for two minutes
while the whistle is blowing, At
this time the students will be
asked to spend this period in brief
meditation and prayer for peace

First Aid Instructor.

Government Seeks
Junior Chemists
War demands have created unusual opportunities for technically trained persons in Federal employment. The United States Civil Service Commission is now
seeking Junior Chemists to perform research, investigative, or
other work in some branch of
Chemistry. The post ions pay $2.000 a year. No written test is required. Applicants' qualifications
will be judged from their experience, education and training;.
Women especially are urged to
apply. The Navy yards, arsenals
and other Government laboratories, it Is reported, are now employing women in chemical work.
Completion of a 4-year course in
a recognized college with 30 semester hours in chemistry Is required, although senior students
who will complete the required
course within 4 months of the
date of filing application may
apply. No experience is required,
although preference In appointment may be given to applicants
showing experience in chemical
or related work.
There are no ag4 limits for
this examination. Applications
must be filed with the Civil Service Commission, Washington, D.
C. and will be accepted until the
needs of the service have been
met.
Application forms and further
Information regarding this and
other opportunities open to chemists In the Federal Government
may be obtained at first and
second class post offices throughout the county.

Shirley Turner, student director of First Aid course at 8. T.
C. am! chairman of the First
Aid Committee of the War
Council, will be .11
. t*>e committee hearts directing War
Week activities next week.

The astounding fact has come miscellaneous foods such as butto the people of the United States ter, sweets. ;mcl seasonings.
that about 50r; of her youth are
If the provision of this call for
undernourished or Improperly optimal did is answered by these
nourished. In examining young foods, the call for vitamins A. B.
men for service in the United Niacin <B complex r C, D. G. iB2r
States army, many symptons of E, K, and H as well a.s the minunbalanced and improper diet erals should be answered. The
| were evidenced.
majority of people have very litThe call to arms is now one tle difficulty in Retting the proper
1
of proper food and diet. The duty number of calories that they us
of American citizens in a time individuals require. The real test
|of crisis such as the present, is comes in getting the proper
to sponsor optimal nutrition—not I kin<ls Coffee and sugar are soon
just adequate nutrition. Theylto ^ rationed. Since many Ammust also keep up their spirit j "leans consume too much of
and morale, physically
for healths sake it is per:ally as
as well'these
well
as mentally. This can be done llaDS a wise move even were it
only through careful observation not economically necessary.
If each person would check
of the basic principles of hygiene
—rest, exercise, cleanliness, and each day on her diet .every Amorlast but mast important—an op- ican citizen should be qualified
timal, well-balanced diet.
to answer the call to arms. The
It is a well-known fact that op-lduty of American citizens is for
timal nutrition requires at least maximum physical and mental
one pint of milk every day for Intelligence, and It can be gainadults, one meat or substitute, ed.
The heads of the College War Council who will direct War | two vegetables <one leafy green
Week activities May I thrmnrh May 8 are Nancy Naff ami Agnes I and one raw > and potatoes a.s
substitute, two fruits ione citrus
Patterson,
and one raw), some whole grain Our sandwiches are the best In
product—cereal or bread, and town. Come in and try them.
Quick Service.
Call 20S
We Deliver
buy a dozen banciages. or a soldiers' mess kit. Fifty cents will
purchase 12 yards of barbed wire
and one dollar will buy an arm
"Make every pay day Bond'** The five thousand odd dollars splint. Two dollars will buy a
Day". "Any bonds today?" You thus lent to the government by woolen blanket, and two leg
can defend America". These war S. T. C. students will go far in splints can be had for five dollars. Ten dollars will buy a tent
slogans nave penetrated S. T. C.
FARMVILLE, VA.
an(i in order U)
follow
them the army, navy, or marine corps. and seventy-five dollars will purThis
amount
will
buy
35
parachase a complete field range. CAREFUL MANAGEMENT
through, the College War Council
One hundred eighty-five dollars
has sponsored the sale of war chutes or ten motor trailers.
COURTEOUS SERVICE
Each and every ten cent stamp will buy a life float for ten perseringa stamps and bonds for the
past severa, montns.
purchased plays its part in the sons. Three hundred seventy-five
Member of Federal Deposit
A recent poll conducted by the defense of America. Ten cents dollars will buy 17 surgical beds,
Insurance Corporation
War Finance Committee shows will buy a set insignia, or five and one thousand dollars will buy
cartridges.
Twenty-five
cents
will
two
motor
trailers.
that 31 S. T. C. girls have started five dollar stamps albums. 75
have begun stamp albums for
$25 bonds. 43 liave started stamp
albums for S50 bonds, and five
are working on albums for $100

College Shoppe

Se T. C. Students Lend 11. S. A.
Five Thousand Dollars

Since Christmas over S225 has
been spent by S. T. C. studenus
in War Savings Stamps bought
at the college postoffice." stated
Miss Maude K. Taliaferro when
recently interviewed.
Many organizations have also
purchased bonds and stamps.
Prizes in contests, locally sponsored, have been awarded in war
savings
stamps
and
bonds.
Among the organizations which
have purchased bonds are the
Town Qlrlfl Club, the Athletic
Association,
The
Commercial
Club. THE ROTUNDA, and Pi
Kappa Sigma and Sigma Sigma
Sigma, social sororities.
The Dramatic Club, the Panhellenic Association. Gamma Psi,
Orches-sis. and the sophomore,
Junior, and senior classes have
done their part by contributing
generously to War Relief and the
Red Cross their time and talents,
and benefit performance proceeds.

$ C£Of£D
Alt you/reed
fo/eirrr/jto

M£K'

You know the story of Axis **«lirlulor»liip"'—llie
lertrmn is there for all lo rea<l: School* und col leges
closed or turned into breeding grounds for lien
ami hate.
Freedom of speech—verholen!
ehoose your friends—verholen!
need tit learn i* lo obey!"

Y

E

Fraedom lo
. . . ill you

Now lhey would attempt to put llie yoke on M—OH
you. It mutt not happen here'.
Whatewr llie
coal, the Axis muitl lie nmushrd. ^ our part, a* a
rollege -indent, it clear. Yon may not he Iteliind
a gun today, bill you ran help today lo yiw our
soldiers, siiil.u--. and marine* llie weapon* lhc\
need for Victor).

* 8 WEEK COURSE

A

X
Y$&
?£H

**

SAVE THE SUMMER MONTHS

ft

PEOPLES
NATIONAL BANK

IN SHORTHAND & TYPEWRITING
Immediate rewards for earlier training*. This
special course is recommended for college students, for high school graduates who expect to
enter college, for war emergency employment,
and as the first part of I Secretarial course.

I'ul your diinen and dollar- into lighling uniform
now by Inlying lulled Stale* Bavlllfi HOIUIH ami
SlampH. You'll help not only your country, hut
yourself—liei-auKe yon arc not u*k«-d lo flee your
money, hut to Und it. You can llaVl buying

SUMMER CLASSES
JUNE 8 AND 22, JULY 6
Complete courses leading to Secretarial Diplomas. Review and speed building; classes for
commercial graduates. Strayer graduate- en
preferred applicants for positions in private industry, and qualified for excellent records in
government examinations.

liondt by baying Bavtage Suuape for a* Hub u* 10
■Me.

Open all the Summer. Day and Evening

Slart huyirifc loduy—and keep (I up!

. . and Stive Amrrirti

Ask for catalog, schcdul, of elaitei, and

COLLEGE
13TH &F STREETS, WASHINGTON, D. C.

with

S. Savings BONDS * STAMPS

This space is a contribution! to Amtrica'a
ALL-OVT WAR EFFORT UY THE STATE TEACHERS COLLEGE WAR COUNCIL

Start Your War Savings Stamp Album During War Week
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I nsung Heroines ...
Too often endeavors receive publicity
and notice which is far inferior to the importance of the role they play in our college life. Such is the case with the one hundred students who are working behind the
scenes to make 1948*1 May Day celebration
at Longwood on Saturday the best yet.
These unsung heroines are playing an
important role in their all-out cooperation
with the May Day chairmen. The two hours
which they have devoted daily for the past
three weeks in ceaseless practices for
dances, to work on costume and properties,
and careful direction can not easily go unnoticed. Through the time and efforts of
many such as these. May Day has become
a vital institution at State Teachers College, an essential tradition. With the increasing complexity of the present world
affairs it is iwident that such a project can
reap many values.

s.s are offered plus a very thorough Red ,1// 1 bout .1 . . .
Cross Life Saving course.
It is a shame that we don't take more
advantage of these splendid opportunities
offered to each of us. We are obligated io
the Athletic Association, the War Council,
our country, and ourselves to take more
exercise in order to lit ourselves physically.
—A. .1.

Senior Personality

I Like America...
By TED OWEN
(Reprinted from The Yellow Jacket,
Randolph-Macon College weekly newspaer. the issue of January ltj. 1942).
America has been good to me.
I am
lucky that she will have me, that she will
let me exercise tin- ambition, the energy 1
possess that lets me feel big and strong,
clean and confident.
Everyday material things, little intangible things make me like America. America is America because of ("oca-Colas, hot
do^s, motor cars, trees for logs, horoscopes
for dogs. It is pretty girls with shining
'.yes. tilted noses, and nice figures. It is
baby-carriages instead of bayonets, homes
rather than arsenals.
America is a wonderful land. Big. It's
big in more than area. The bigness of a man
is not judged by the girth of his waist
alone. America is big though. Rolling
mountains, endless plains, winding rivers,
streams that crinkle when they laugh at
the immensity of the sea. It is big with
friendliness. The care with which it is always able to find "room for one more,"
one from an alien land, and make him
add to America's greatness because of the
... j
... .
M_ . .
gratitude realized
in th.s heaven.
Ninety thousand people at a football
game, millions of golfers, horse racing in
every season, baseball and tennis enthusiasts add to the American mosiac. America
is just one of those people eating ham and
eggs, toast and coffee for breakfast, or
playing the slot machine, or putting a
nickel in the musical juke box. It is the fellow who asks you to join him at the Joint
for a beer.
America is a crossword puzzle. So many
beautiful things are melted into its armor.
It is honesty and truthfulness and youthfulness; it is straight-forward, raucously
sometimes. It is free, like a laugh over a
comic-strip character. It is strong because
it can laugh at itself. It is music on the
radio, hand-tailored cigarettes, good books,
a wealth of magazines, news ideas, a gesture of friendliness; it is love for other
people. It is love for other people that I
like.

Victory Begins at Home

When Arthur Godfrey, in Washington,
I). ('.. insists that "Victory Begins at Home"
he knows what he's talking about
and
proves it on each of his CBS broadcasts
with authentic governmental material.
Godfrey talks aboul sugar rationing. By
cutting
the ration from one and half
pounds to three-quarters of a pound per
person par week, each person can save
The College War Council as well as the enough sugar to make over 20 pounds of
Athletic Association urges us to sign up for smokeless powder a year.
participation in various sports. We ma\
He talks about wool and explains why
either hike, swim, play tennis or golf, with
It'l going to take two-thirds of what we
an archery mi'adow also, nearby. The
have to keep our army equipped. The av«
Council urges us to take at least
three
erage citizen uses two and a half pounds
hours of exercise a week; how many of as
ot wool a year. The average soldier needs
get this much? Are we cooperating with
100 pounds a year. That's why next year's
this council and with our country by signsuit won't lie so weiolly.
ing up to take part in these sports'.' It is
He talks about refrigerators. By cutup to us to be physically (it, and certainly
ting out refrigerators, the Government
this is one of the best ways.
•avaa enough steel for 7,000 Ughl tanks.
We are lucky in having four new tennis
5,000 medium tanks and 1,500,00 machine
courts; let's take advantage of them.
guns, enough aluminum for 900 heavy
ThOat interested in golf should also take bombers, enough rubber for 4,000,000 army
advantage of the splendid opportunity of* rain coats and 1,000,000 gas masks, enough
fired them now; for transporation, clubs, tin for 5,000,000 tin cans.
and lessons, are offered free of charge.
(Judfrey also talks about automobile
There are not green fees nor caddy fees to
tires, which used to be made of rubber from
I'.' paid.
the Dutch East Indies—and Malaya. It
Then there is the swimming pool. If we takes the rubber for four auto tires to
had nowhere to swim, we would really make two tires for a fighter plane, the
complain; yet, how often do we take ad mbbar from seven tires to make ONE tire
vantage of such an excellent pool?
For for a big bomber and the rubber from 125
those who are interested in swimming and tires for one medium tank.
yet don't know how to swim, regular claaThat's why "Victory Begins at Home."

We congratulate the members of May
Day, Inc., and we pay tribute to them for
their splendid cooperation in keeping alive
this medium of expression of State Teachers Collage talent and efforts.

Wake Up!

BETWEEN YOU W ME AND

The Gatepost
(Who hears an awful lot)

Incidentals . ■ ■

Jocelyn Gilliam it seems had a
| chipper time at a not Dt wedding
I and incidentally the best man
might have gotten the wedding
Idea too—he's been rushing Mid
girl evi r since - V. M. I. was on campus fullforce in white, last week end—E.
Mush and Mary Jane were the
lucky cnes and incidentally M
J. went to the great institute
Sunday.
E.b Irby of Death Valley fame.
bM been In a rather despondent
state lately from all reportsReason:
No publicity, plus a
nr.U y sewed up hand the cause
cf which was sustained in a recent clash by night with a window pane in Second PMMfl I -Our
deepest sympathy, dear sir - - -

JANE ENGLBBY

me and also Alice Belote—On the
-.ubject of miniatures—Anne Ware
met Buster In Lynchburg and
also returned with a miniature - But Mary Haivie's ring ls really
the loveliest one yet - - A thing of real beauty was
Nancy Hughes last week end,
tare-footed from Lynchburg to
Faimvil'e. but this was not enough, she also had to get out
at Appomatox for a coke - - Dere lirutus: How Are You?
In answer to a recent Gatep„sl
ri port, one clever chap from
Wahooland immediately slipped
to a near-by post-office to post
us the following "paper bullet of
the brain" - - - Charlottesviile,
Va.
Dear Gatepost
| Who hears an awful lot but
not all! I
Concerning the U. Va. man who
got "snaked" '"She—Wolfing".
to in I at Pan Hels and was denied
an Easter week date by both the
"fair one" and the "snake" of
S. T. C.i we would like to inform
you that the rejected Casanova
recovered in fine style with a
most luscious blonde from Washington
| "We could tell you more, but
it would only lead to bloodshed".'
iSigned" Brutus

Ring Dance Hat lie
Of major importance last week
House Council
end was Tech Ring Dance—to
mention some high lights from
Her friendly greeting and sin- the Farmville viewpoint - - cere interest in each and every
Last minute date to the dance
pci son she meets gives Jane En- was "Cov". She had a "right'
glcby those qualities that make time—from all reports—even last
her admired by all.
her voice.
Possessor of such efficiency that
Mildred Carter Clanton madeshe can manage big jobs as well the faux-pas of the evening by
as the small ones is shown by the! dropping the ring under the arch.
fact that she has been called up- Anna Mary Wilklns can't decide
on by many to assist in numerous whether to keep the miniature
undertakings.
from Tinky—Shirley Turner got
For three years Jane has served
the House Council, being this
year's president. Alpha Kappa
Gamma has recognized her wilhngness to serve, her ability to
lead, and the quality of her high In the light of present conditions, do you think May Day
ideaUi
Jane ls a member of Slg.
should be continued next year?
ma Sigma Sigma sorority and was
Anne Moore— I do, but I think be continued because it's a tradicited in Who's Who Among Ittudents in American Universities it should be done on a less .'lab- tion and promotes school spirit,
orate scale.
Doris Fogus—Not if we have to
and Colleges.
Irma Page— There are argu- make the costumes!
She has been a midnight vis- ments on both sides. I think: if
Kay Spencer—Sure!
itor on the halls nightly seeing conventions and trips are to be
Allene Overbey—Tl\at question
that all was well and quiet, but continued by other departments couldn't really be decided until
her visits were more welcomed ,n school. I think May Day nexi year, because the war is so
than feared. Her graciousness. should be, too.
uncertain. If the situation ls
her sunny disposition, and her
Shirley McCalley—I think it worse. I hardly see how we could
sincere interest in others—all of should be continued—definitely! afford it, but. if the situation is
theie have made us admire her.
Lulle Jones--I think that if blighter, it certainly should be a
costumes don't cost too much, it part of our school year,
should be continued. However, I
Ruth Parker—Yes. School mordon't tlrink the occasion should ale certainly needs It.
be nearly as expensive as it is this
Betty Blaekwell—Yes. I think
year.
W have to have some sort of good
Betty Held Due to the tire entertainment,
situation. I don't think that as
Virginia Hall-We need it now
many parents and friends could mnre than ever.
May 1-2, Friday and Saturday . i BM, And after all. they are the
Lucv Messlc.k_,
reaUy
thJnk
ke
that
Hampden-Sydney movie-goers will mam spectators.
lhat danclnK and things l'
Sara Eschan—It will be so very „,,, u,e things needed to spur us
not be more pleased with "Song
of the Islands" coming to the expensive I don't think we shou d cn m times 1'ke these,
State Theatre on Friday and Sat- have it.
Vera Womack—If the girls take
Ruth Dugger—No—entirely too
urday than the S. T. C.'ers. This
their spending money ithat they
much
money
is
spent
on
costumes.
gay. colorful musical has Betty
" •» ordinarily throw away) for their
Betty Klger—I don't
Grable. for a long time princess
costumes—why, I say have May
in many hearts, as princess of a should be discontinuad because Day every year.
South Sea island tribe. Victor I of the dark war situation. This
Mature is a part of the romantic , little bit brightens the dimness of
Eleanor Folk—May Day affords
throb that makes this picture alive . war talk.
a great many people a lot of
with romancing. And romancing1 Lula Moss — There should al- pleasure and it's certainly somein the South Seas is different— | ways be a May Day. But in view llling lnat the student body likes
when a girl loves the boy. Jack of the present situation it should l0 ^
Oakic. the provincial clown, adds be on a smaller scale—maybe usto the humorous dialog. "Sing Me ing the costumes this year for
Jane McGlnnis—May Day ls
a Song of the Islands." "Blue next year.
educational as well as providing
Shadows with White Gardenias".
Martha Woodhouse—Of course, entertainment. I Ihlnk that the
pleasure it provides far exceeds
and "O'Brien Has Gone Hawaii there must be a May Day!
Kyle Barnhlll—May Day should the expense involved.
an" are some of the song scoops.
The short subject, "War Clouds
Over the Pacific" is different and
something no one should miss.
1'is!

I'nMilrnt of the

Question of the Week

A Seat At
The (inema

Remember P*»H fi»rhor yir i*«*~*

May 4-5, Monday and Tuesday
"The Bashful Bachelor"
L—ots of mirth
U—ndeniably what you want
M—arch of Time, too,
—AND
A— picture you'll enjoy
B—etter not wait
N—ever a more bashful boy
E—ven among bachelors
R—ight—Just all right
May 6-7, Wesdnesday and Thursday
The Lady Has Plans" coming
Wednesday and Thursday would
be something to see only for the
stars needless to say Paulette
Goddard and Ray Milland will,
be given the studio's beet. Who
can forget Miss Goddard in "The
Women"? Ever since then her attractive charm and good looks
have gathered many admirers for
her. Ray Milland ls a feminine
favorite of long standing—almost
too good looking to exist outside
of dreams and wishful thinking.
His part in "Arise My Love" proved that. Remember: a movie is
more enjoyable if you get ttMTt
in time for a good seat.
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Equestriennes...

A.K.G. Challenges Special Class
Faculty to Baseball Added To Contest
Proceeds Will Be
Used to Buy Books

•v .
On the I.ongwood mini:: trirl are Joyce (hcatwond. incoming
president of Pegasus, and Kay Spenrer. who was head of th.- rlub
this year. They will assist In directing the Spring Horse Show.

Piercing the Points
SHIRLEY PIERCE

Spring Tennis Season
Strings Into Action;
Archery Tourney Xears

Net Ball... Take Two
Once ■gftlfl the tennis courts are rolled and marked—
ready for speeding balls and traveling players to enjoy.
True MOUfL such scenes ate featured each day as the
courts are tilled with players. For the benefit of those who
wish to play, courts must be reserved. This may be arranged by signing on the schedule sheet of paper on the
A. A. bulletin board. A new sheet is posted each day and
players must report at specified time with proper shoes for
playing. Because it is necessary to keep the courts in shape.
regulation tennis shoes and no bare feet are required while

playing.
At present a singles and a doubles tournament is underway. Because of May Day practices each afternoon of
the week the program has been slowed up a bit, but next
week games will determine final players. A deadline for
the tournament will be announced next week.

Don't Wait Too Long ...
Pacts concerning the leading color in color cup points
have not been released, but we are aware that all through
this year they marched side by side in wins and losses. We
can guess by comparing the close color winnings to date
that neither green and white nor red and white are apart
on score, so with only a few more chances !o grab points—
LET'S GO!

Archery Tourney Nears ....
Here we reach one of the final events of the sports season when the spring archery tournament awards of five
points to the winning color for the color cup. Red and white
shot high score in the annual fall contest. In order to qualify for a team, a number of practices must be on record, so
get busy and join your color in a team.

Bab* Ruth Pitches Ball...
And on thv> athletic field each eyeing a "big league
game" captures the hearts of many baseball fans. Of
course, the balls don't travel over the fence or get autographed, but the game is fun and all who try it have a
good time. Why r.ot organize teams as the classes did in
volleyball, basketball, etc? That would bring more people
up to bat and maybe more home runs. Dot Darracott, manager of baseba I, is in charge of the games during the activity period from 7 p. n. to 8 p. m. each evening

Golf Links at Longwood ...
Have you golf players received your season tickets
to the golf greens at Longwood? Have you noticed the newly
decorated club room for players? The little club house
is located just above the parkway at tee off to hole one,
and has lockers for players' equipment. Mr. Norman Myers
has tickets for students wishing to use the lockers, and locks
must be furnished by golfers.
The greens have been revnovated and are well taken
?are of with a daily touching up by the course foreman.
Even the roughs are lacking in the usual clusters of jungle
grass, making it almost a pleasure to get lost "in a trap."

New Shipment of Knitting Wool
Soft New Summer Colors
SPECIAL
29c Striped ChambroLs
Colorful
ANKLETS

19c
25c * 35c

THE HUB 1)EPT. STORE

Appreciate* your Patronage

Charge It If You Like

Alpha Kappa Gamma will sponsor a softball game between it
members and members of the faculty on Thursday afternoon,
May 7. The proceeds from this
game will be used to purchase
books for the enlargement of the
Elementary School Library.
Captain of the A. K. G. team
is Mary Katherine Dodson. Her
team i.s composed of Dot Johnson.
Bttty Youngbeig. Shirley Turner
Lucy Turnbull. Betty Boutchard,
Winifred Wright. Hallie Hillsman
and Mary Hunter Edmunds. Other members of Alpha Kappa Gamma will also play and art as substitutes.
Miss Barlow, captain of the faculty team, has as tentative teammates, Miss Olive T. Ilcr. Miss
Marjorie Booten. Miss Emily
Kauzlarich. Mrs. Adele Watkins,
Miss Virginia Bedford. Miss Bessie Jeter. Miss Mary Nichols, and
Miss Helen Draper. Other faculty
players will be announced at a
later date.
Professor from the faculty will
act as umpire for the contest.
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Tops in Aquatic Sports . . .

Pegasus Urges
Riders To Enter
Girls r.ot taking riding instruction at State Teachers College will
be placed in a special class in
the Spring Horse Show and Riding Contest on Saturday May 23.
and will not compete with girls
who are receiving instructions.
Joyce Cheatwood. president of
Pegasus Riding Club, and general
chairman of the Horse Show announced this week. An entrance
foe will be charged for this class.
Transportation will be provided
to and from Longwood. beginning at 1:30 o'clock for a small
fee. The first class will begin at
2 o'clock and there will be no
gate admission.
Approximately forty local horses
have been entered to date, outside the school horses.
Chairman for the Horse Show
and Riding Contest are Joyce
Cheatwood. general chairman:
Harriettc Levinson. transportation: parking. Betty Grey Smithdeal; ribbons. Kay Spencer: posters. Joscelyn Gillum: entrance.
Rebecca
Spicer;
concessions
I Elizabeth Goodwin, and programs
Nolle White.

Tigers Triumph Over
Indians 7 to fi

Among those who swim in cooperation with the physical fitness program are. left to right. Francos I'arham. Xancy Dupuy.
Ruth Dugger Shirley Pierre. BnlT Quitter, and P«fffJ Hughes.
EVENING SPOKT SCHEDULE

Special to The Rotunda

Hughes and Dugger
Teach Life Saving

WILLIAMSBURG—Earl Wood.
, a southpaw, allowed but seven
hits and whiffed a dozen batters
• yesterday as he hurled the HampNine Students have signed up 1 den-Sydney Tigers to a 7-6 vicfor the American Red Cross sen- tory over William and Mary. The
ior life saving course which has defeat was the third straight for
been added to the pool schedule l the Indians.
The Tigers, taking advantage
for the Spring quarter. The
class is conducted by Peggy ; of an error and a slashing single
Hughes, instructor, assisted by by Pete Johnson, pulled the battle out of the fire with a pair of
Ruth Dagger
Enrolled are Jane Engleby. li- tallies in the ninth frame. Wilma Graff, Ellen Ebel. Nellie Varn. liam and Mary had assumed the
Harriette Walker. Fiances Mal- lead with a five-run splurge in
lory. Patricia Maddox. Jean Can-, the eighth when the Indians coupled four hits with three basesand Janet Jackson.
A twenty hour course is requir- on-balls and a wild pitch.
Score by innings:
ed before a certificate in this field
Oil 210 002—7 9 1
can be awarded. Any student in- H.-S
000 001 050—6 7 7
terested in receiving instruction W. & M
Wood and Hay: Lascara. Mermust sign up for entrance in this
itt '51 and Korczowski
class this week.

BRING YOUR CLOTHES FOR
PROMPT SERVICE
te

KLEANWELL
CLEANERS
OPPOSITE POST omCE

Tennis—Monday, Tuesday Wednesday, Thursday. Friday
7 o'clock—8 o'clock I*. M.—On courts
Baseball—Monday, Tuesihn, Wednesday. Thursday. I riil.iv
7 o'clock—8 o'clock P. BL—Athletic Field
Archery—Monday. Tuesday Wednesday, Thursday. Friday
7 o'clock—8 o'clock P. iVf.—Archery Meadow
Swimming—Monday. Wednesday. Friday
0:30 o'clock—10:1.1 o'clock I'. M.—Pool

May 10th is
Mother's Day
Newberry's bring you
a world of
Gift Suggestions
Newberry's
5c—10c—Z5c STORE

The Convenient Store
For faculty and student body
Good things to eat and drink

Lovelace Electric
Shoe Shop

BUTCHER'S

"From old to new with any ahoea
Only firat clam material uaed
All work guaranteed

iHigh Street)

ftlCK TRACV

C^HE^.-rtof2,

ITS JUST A LHTUE.
'PIECE OF PAPER- BUT
IT'S OUR PASSPORT
sTO HAPPINESS ArJC>
^r^y FREEDOM.

Refreshment, complete
refreshment... delicious
taste, without an aftertaste. ..these things
give Coca-Cola something special in a soft
drink. Thirst asks nothing more.
You trust its quality
•OTTIIO UNO«« AUTMOHtr Of Ml COCA COIA COMPANY IY

COCA-COLA BOTTLINO CO

PAKMVILLE. VA
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Prize for Miss Glasgow

aboul 26 i" 80 gallons a month.
Mr. United States Civilian lias now run!
smack against the facts of war. With raWho hears an awful lot! i
tion books in pocket and purse, he will soonj
"Dodl« DOSWell went all the
know that World War II is too vast and I way to Lynchburg for Randolph not half BO skimp as the first. This looks ' Maton May Day. but he did manage to get back here in time to
like a real war.
go to the dance with Gene Hardy
Kitty Parrish. the girl with M
many dates for May Day just got
Words and the War
an I C. C. from Charlie Wilson
mailed in Lynchburg— I looks like
Randolph-Macon again-.
America's participation in the world
A little scene on the dance floor
Struggle has brought out the fact that we last Saturday: Betty Reid is
do not know the languages of the peoples talking to a former flame, who did
in the areas in which we are having to not catch her name when introduced. In the course of the conlight. To remedy this situation in the short- versation they are discussing the
est time a comprehensive program has been people they used to know. Then
worked oul by the Committee of the Na- he makes the slip of the evening.
"Do you remember that nice Bettional School of Modern Oriental Langty Reid I used to go around
uages and Civilizations under the sponsor- with?" Needless to say great
ship of the America Council of Learned confusion i nsued.
Bouquets to the loveliest May
Societies
Court we've ever had and one of
Americans have never been language the best May Day'Cample" is now wearing anconscious and because of this we are now
other V. P. I. Cotillion Club pin
laced with the present situation.
fiom Ambrose this tune1
Brickbats to Nancy Hand and
This newly lorined committee is now
Jackie
Anderson again for their
engaged in the difficult process of "tooling disgusting
date etiquette — it
up" lor the production of competent schol- seems as if they would have
ars in such languages as Malay, Siamese, learned by now.
SPECIAL TO THE ROTUNDA
Persian, Northwest African Arabic, HunPROM ROANOKE: The mighty
garian, Russian and Japanese. Already group that journeyed to the "wedwork is under way and more will be start- ding of the year" returned all but
Second floor Senior
ing at Yale, Columbia, University of Penn. mighty!
Building
displayed
"Sleeping"
sylvania, Michigan, Harvard, and George signs for the duration of Monu asbington as the tools are produced.
day morning, afternoon, .mil
In ordinary times there is little impetus night—sidenotes: Jules went to
sleep on Marty's shoulder on the
for the production of these World War ma- return trip, while Ayers drove! !
terials, but now that there is a concrete Dot Childress celebrated her
need for capable scholars in these lang- birthday in fine style at the Hotel
Roanoke—big time!
uages, they will be produced within a fairAsk Mollie Irby Hardaway
ly reasonable time. Since American lingu- about the wild party she went
istic experts have had invaluable experi- to at home last week end and
why she didn't get back to the
ence in the scientific study of the languages dance here.
of the American Indian, experience which
can be put to work in the present situation, All About A ...
Mortimer Graves of the American Council,
states that in seven or eight months results Senior Personality
in this drive for words in war will begin to
Oe apparent.

it had to happen sooner or later, and
the only cause tor surprise is that it didn't
happen sooner. We refer to laat night's
award to Miss Ellen Glasgow of the Pulitzer Prize in the novel, "In This Our Life",
her latest book, thus receives an accolade
which it fully deserves. Already it had been Too Footloose . . .
chosen by four leading critics represent- And Campus Free
ing the Southern Women's Democratic
National Organization as the most distinWhat we do affects not only ourselves
guished book of 1941 by a Southern-born but our school. That a chain is as strong as
writer on a Southern subject.
its weakest link is inevitably true when inIn 1940 she was accorded the extraor- dividual actions compose a basis for judgdinary honor of being given the Howells ment. There has been much criticism on
Medal for fiction by the American Acad- our campus etiquette in regard to dates and
emy of Arts and Letters, an award made guests, and too much of it, we fear, has a
only every live years for distinguished justified foundation. Since the reputation
American fiction. The particular novel of us that gets abroad determines, to a
which brought her this recognition was great extent, our guest's reactions, in that
"Vein of Iron". Then in 1941 the "Satur- light, it is only fair that much discretion
day Keview of Literature" conferred on her and careful thinking be done before we do
its special award for "Distinguished Serv- things that will definitely be helpful in
creating wrong impressions.
ice to American Literature."

The Gatepost kVi!SISII4kVilSiaV40gpBSSS
/'BOSS, ID BE GLAD TO ACCEPT PART OF
MY SALARY IN DEFENSE BONDS/ IF
ALL THE WORKIWG 3RLS IN THE NATION

\

Threats of Sugarless Tea
Motivate General Concern
Now that some of us have been
threatened with no sugar in our
tea next summer, the shortage
of this vital liquid sweetnrr has
assumed a personal concern. For
the past week the sale of sugar
has been frozen by the government, and yesterday a rationing
card was necessary if sugar was
what you went to the grocery
store for.
The scarcity of this Valuable
product is the result of a shutting
off of imports from the Phillipines and other places in the
war zones.
Also responsible is
the sinking or diversion to other
causes of the ships which formerly brought sugar here from Latin
America and other place..
Rationing books have been Initiated here as in other European
countries as a means for a democlatic division of sugar for Amercans—diabetics and all. The local

A. and P. manager was doubtful
about whether or not the plan of
the books was understood. The
customer must present his ration
book to the clerk who tears out
a stamp. The clerk, in turn.
the stamp which is sent to the
government and the number of
stamps the store has sent in determines the amount of sugar It
receive.
For the past few days schools
all over the county and state
have disbanded and suddenly
found themselves centers for the
issuing of rationing boows—a fact
which has greatly chagrined the
pupils The book contains enough
stamps for a year's supply of sugar The penalty for the violation of any rule or regulation of
this plan is ten years in prison,
or a fine of ten thousand dollars.
Or both—so we're trictly against
hoarding, or being oversweet lest
it cause suspicion.

fi&lPJtfJfcl, to Q&MPXM
A C t • J*y ftichtei Repoiti liom WishiaqU

B
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Jobs ...

WASHINGTON
ACP> The wcathetman is likely to be a
weatherwoman for the duration Civil Si rviec is looking for college
women to (ill vacancies at weather stations west of the Mississippi.
If you re IntCfi '• d. go to the weather elation where you would
like u job and ask (Of blanks 'Incidentally, some stations are still
averse to hiring women which is something you may want to know
in advance. >
At least two years of eoUoge work is required, with emphasis
NANCY NAFF AUSTIN
on mathematics and physics. The salary is $135 a month—$120 or
105 if you are willing to take less You'll have to take a written exPast Presidrnt of the
Gravely concerned about this existing
amination.
It is cause for gratification. 1 hen-lore,
Student Body
Reports Altering Into the Capital from the field'' indicate that
thai the Pulitzer Committee has seen lit situation, Dr. .lartnaii in a chapel reminder
It
is
an
appropriate coinci- farmers generally are reacting favorably to the student farm-work
to add its guerdon to her many other dis- advocated a war against too much freedom
dence that the girl whom we plan of McNutt Manpower Commission. The newly-created Comtinctions. That gives her about everything >" uUI' actions toward boys on campus chose to reign as Queen of Mar-1 mission is going to enlist college and high school students to work
to which she might aspire, except the No- Visitors to the college have as a sole stan- di Gras and as Maid of Honor in I on famis „, .„.,,., ^ w|.,,1,, slu,rlage 0, help threatens
Of course I he Department of Agriculture here had already adbel Priae. When the Nobel trustees resume dard for the formation of opinions about May Day this year, as representing the ideals and beauty of this
operations after the war, we shall look for the school what they see as they pass by institution, should be among those vised its Held personnel U) use students. And many students and
I hem to recognize the achievements of the or what they hear from others. It is then, nine who will fill the little niches tamers have been planning ahead of any Washington agency. For
example, in Eastern truck gardening areas students and farmers
most distinguished writer Virginia has pro- up to us personally to see that such actions of reverence by which the class
nave been working together more than two months.
of
'42
will
be
remembered
long
afas would harm the reputation of our school
duced.- -Richmond Times-Dispatch.
The Manpower Commission will obtain students through Emter they have passed along the
are not permitted and, most important, that caps and gowns to others.
ployment Service on
Nancy Naff Austin has made
we are not found guilty of such misconThe Navy needs about 50 girls for technical and M icntiflc aides.
Drafted: Sugar
friendliness more than a word- They'll ltake almost anyone who has had one or two years of chemducts.
she has made It her very own istry or physics. The openings are In arsenals and ordnance plants
If demonstration of affections is the laugh of good nature and her deat Dover. N .1 : Wntortown. Mass ; Philadelphia, Pa.: Rock Island.
United states citisena could not rightthing we want, it should still be remem- pendable sympathy and under- 111.; Cincinnati, Ohio: St. Louise. Mo., and Birmingham, Ala. The
fully bojf a pound of Sugar last week anystanding. For her sense of fairbered that there are those of us that have ness, for her talents of leader- salary is about $1600.
where, and this week they have been lined
retained SOmC Of our old-fashioned sense ship and cooperation, for her
up at their local schoolhotise for rationing
Not** . . .
Of modesty and blush to see publicly lov- charming personality, for her wil- Social
Attention, prom-gotn the girli In this instance.
books. On May 5 a new era began in Amerlingness to give her time and ening twosomes adorning campus benches. ergy to State Teachers College,
Russell Sage college girls got in ■ huddle one evening at a sorica. For the first time in the land of plenty,
Hut if do this wo must, let us make it priv- for her enthusiasm in many fields ority meeting and the next issue of the campus publication carried
■ common foodstuff has bean doled out on
of college life- fot these plus her a big splash on Improper prom ettiquetie
ate, please.
ration coupons: one-half pound a week of
striking dignity and poise, we
The girls agreed that the first improper move is lhat the girl
There is too much concern about this honor her.
sugar for each citizen until the end of June,
should invite hat esoort no sooner than three days before the ball."
problem to lei it pro uncorreeted If some She lias been honored for them
"Having arrived, the firs thing you do is to suggest that he take
and an undetermined amount after that.
people don't mend their ways. And privi- before- with the major offices of you out to dinner', the girls wrote "Once at tlM most expensive
Again on May IS, 10,000,000 motorists leges now common to us all are at stake. Student Government—this year's
place m town, order the most expensive dinner on the menu."
along the Atlantic Seaboard and in Farm- So it is cruelly unfair for a majority to be presidency, with membership In
The next Mop i invidlng you're still eager to spoil the evening for
Who's Who in American Colleges
ville will also receive ration books for Mr. threatened with corrective measures which and Universities: and with mem- your dale is to IUSJOSI "that nothing bul an orchid win go with your
Ickes' gasoline shortage of last summer is have resulted from the thoughtless action bership in Alpha Kappa Gamma dress
and many other organizations.
The night of the prom -you have I had FOUI escort to call for
now a flat fact.
i few. Bo lot us show the stuff we're
Possessed of a true executive you at 9:30 p. m.: After he arrives, make him watt at least an hour.
The first headlines predicted only 2 1-2 made of and abolish all outwardly uncom- ability, enviable poise and gra"Once at the dance, the first think you do. Is to too* all over Uie
to 5 gallons per week for each motorist, but plimentary conduct that might lead to mis- cious poise. Nancy Naff has been floor for every man that you know," the girls said. "Having found
a student body president of
last Week made breathing a little caskir interpretation. It's for our own good. — which her fellow students and all your friends don't introduce your escort, as that might embarrass
for the motorists: their ration will only be M P. V.
workers can be rightfully proud him and give you too much competilon from all the other girls
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Piercing the Points
—bySHIRLEY PIERCE

Tennis, liaseball
Loom as Spring

Spoils Favorite*

Clashing Competition Continues...
With fair weather continuing and still further cheerful predictions by the weather man, it looks as if the tennis
season will living along without interruptions. Anyway,
to date the "all clear" sign has allowed freshmen classes,
tennis matches, and other players to enter the courts and
enjoy games. Two tennis matches are now underway. The
first round has now been completed out of the five scheduled rounds. (James must be played off M soon as possible in order to keep the final deadline from running into
exam week. Courts are open to students during the day,
and in order to reserve a court you must sign up for a reservation on the A. A. bulletin board. In the evenings from
7 o'clock to 8 o'clock the courts are open to juniors and seniors in collaboration with the physical fitness program.

Baseball Teams "To Be" . ..

Wildcats Clash With AJLC. Panthers
In Ballfcst On Tap For Thursday
The Brainy Wildcats of the
S. T. C. faculty intend to conquer
those eager Panthers of A. K. G.
in a baseball game tomorrow afternoon at 4 o'clock on the Athletic field. The money from the
admission price of ten cents will
be used for the purchase of new
books for the training school library.
Those professors who will trade
their caps and gowns for a baseball cap and an occasional "Bronx
cheer" are: "Doc" Tuttles. "Nonstop" Wynne, "Batty" Holton.
"Fly Burger. "Two-base" Kauzlarich. "Speed" Meyers, "Homerun" Boysworth. Flash" Booten.
"Four-ball" Moran. "Strike-out"
Nichols, "Three-bagger" Draper,
"Spike"
Her and "Foul-ball"
Craddock. "Boo' Coyner will act
as umpire.
Panthers who will get a chance

to stand on equal ground with the
faculty are Shirley Turner, Mary
Katherine Dodson. Dot Johnson.
Winifred Wright, Hullie Hillsman.
Jane Eneleby. Amy Read, Anne
Ware.
Fiances Rosebro. Lucy
Turnbull. Betty Boutchard. and
Sara Cline. The game will be
played in the gym if it rains and
a first aid detachment will be
available in case of emergency
Probable Lineup
Pos. Faculty
Student
C Tuttles
Turner
P Booten
Dodson
IB Burger
Johnson
LSKauzlarich
Hillsman
2B Holton
Wright
R6 Coyner
Boutchard
RF Meyers
Read
CFV/ynne
Ware
LF Nichols
Rosebro
Substitutes: Draper. Craddock,
Cline. Turnbull. Boy.-.worth, and
Her.

H.-S. Netmen Blast
Biff Leaffue Players
Seeded W. & U Team To (lash With timers
In Matches at S. T. C. In Farmvilie Friday

Dorothy Darracott, manager of baseball, has announced that class teams will be organized and contest
games are to l)e played off between the various classes.
Practices are required in order to be eligible for a class
Washington and Lee ace tenteam. Bach evening during the activities period games are nis players clashed and lost a
played and later practice contests will be organized to act1 series of spectacular games with
as lead-ups to the final games.
Hampden-Sydney College yesterday afternoon on the S. T. C. tennis courts. Beginning at 2:30
o'clock, singles were begun with
The archery spring tournament Hears and a final date all four courts in use.
Six games were played with a
for the play off has been set for Wednesday. May 20. At| final 3-3 tie in the singles round.
this time Red and White contestants will again face Green! Barrie of W. & L. defeated White
and White aces in the concluding match of the season. A! of H.-S. 7-5. 6-2. This game
larger number of girls will take part in this contest because chalks up another win on Barrle's
Of the added program Of the freshman classes. In the fall record of an undefeated season.
the "red" team was awarded 6 points for first place and McCormick of W. & L. downed
again the fierce challenge will bow 5 points to a winner Push of H.-S. in a three set game
towards the color cup. Sara Jeffreys, manager, assisted 6-3. 8-10. 6-2. The third match
brought a H.-S. victory when Tayby Margaret Kitchin, is in charge of the tournament. New lor defeated Taggart 6-2, 6-4.
targets are now ready for use and all practicing takes Again W. & L. scored another win
place In the Archery Meadow.
when Allison scored over Johns
6-1. 6-4. The last two games were
scored by Hampden-Sydney with
Stuart over Ballinger 4-6, 6-4. 6-4
University of Virginia will be hosts for the state's and Amorette over Phillips 6-4,
6-2.
"Big Six" college track meet next Saturday and for the
Doubles which followed brought
second time in a decade the Cavaliers' reign on the cinder the eager spectators ready and
Paths has been challenged by V. M. I.—in the State meet. waiting for action. HampdenThe meet may bring together the largest group Of track Sydney triumphed over their op
and field contestants ever assembled within the Old Do- ponents with a final 2-1 victory
minion. In addition to the "Big-Six" competition of varsity when the netters slashed a fightand freshmen squads the annual meet of the Virginia High ing gain over the hard hitting
School Literary and Athletic Leagues will be run off in visitors. Barrie and MrCormick
scored 7-5. 8-6 over White and
four classes.
Pugh in a fast and close match
giivng W. & L. a score on the
tir-t name of doubles. Amorette
and Taylor downed Taggart and
SIT Our Assortment of ... .
Allison in the second set with a
final score of 6-4. 6-4. The finishNKW SII.VKR FATTKRNS
ing muU'h between Stuart and
IN FLAT SILVER
Johns matching Phillips and Ballinger placed H.-S. first when the
URMWIJi'. VA.
store ended 6-3. 6-4.

—V for Vigor ...

"Big Six" Track Meet Saturday ...

Five big league baseball players.
Bob Feller. Ace Parker. Sam
Chapman. Fred Hutchinson, and
Sam Weight will be among the
Naval Training Base team players offering stiff competition to
the Hampden-Sydney Tigers on
Friday afternoon at 3 o'clock at
Wilck's field. Farmville,
Feller, young mound star, is
a ii';ht-hand hurler and has played with the Cleveland Indians in
the American League for several
years.
Parker, better known as a professional player, has played collegiate ball at Duke and professional baseball with the Philadelphia Athletics and Baltimore
in the International League.
Chapman joined the Philadelphia Athletics, and Freddie Hutchinson was added to the Detroit
Tigers several years ago. As a
member of the Philadelphia Phillies. Weight has long played a
fierce game.
yesterday's win over w. & L.
placed Hampden-Sydney
with
'ix wins for the tennis season,
matches ahve been played will
W. & L. 'therei. Loyola. Randolph-Macon. W. & M.. Richmond, and W. & L. 'hen),
Washington and Lee "BlueRackes" have five games to their
season this year with a defeat to
Virginia 5-4. Hampden-Sydney
5-4. Emory and Henry 5-4. and
again yesterday with HampdenSydney 3-3, 1-2.

PEOPLES
NATIONAL BANK

Martin, the Jeweler

CAREFUL MANAGEMENT
COURTEOUS SERVICE

Economy

Member of Federal Deposit

SUPER MARKET STORE

Iniuranoe Corporation

The Cuitomer'f Our Gueet

Remember
Mother!
(live her a useful grift; that she will
appreciate on MOTHER'S DAY,
SUNDAY, MAY 10TH

Davidson's
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Ready for action are tli.se "■taffer dodgers" who will meet
the IK: hi in . faculty" tomorrow in baseball. Left to right are
Johnson Dodson Bngleby. (line, and .\\eis.

Pegasus Riders Add
H Classes T,> Show
Joyce Cheatwood. president of
Pegasus Riding Club, announced
lecentiy thirteen classes [or the
Annual Spring Horse Show and
Riding Contest at Longwood on
Saturday. May 23. at 2 P. M.
The first class will be the junior beginners for S. T. C. riders
only. The girls will be judged on
horsemanship, including walking
and trotting. Tht senior beginners class will include also canand the left lead. The
three gaited class will be open.
and the horses, shown at walk,
trot, and canter, will be judged on
,'oundness. confirmation, and performance. The five gaited class
also open, will include in addition,

slow gait and rack The Junior
and senior Intermediate! Will be
judged on walking, trotting, can
tering, and right and left leads,
and will be open to S. T. C. students only. There will .ilso l>e an
advanced horsemanship class for
s. T. c. students. The Judges ma-.
request any phase ot riding, three
or five gaited riding, the figure 8.
gallop, jumping, bareback, side
saddle, mounting, dis-mounting
The girls will enter the ring on
three gaited mounts.
There will be a class for pairs
of riders in which each rider will
be judged 50';. This class is open.
There will be an horsemanship
class for local adults and one for
local students of high school age
or under. The old Virginia rider, class the costume class and
the jumping class will all be
open.

Be Cool and Comfortable
IN THE NEW

CAROL KING

DRESSES

*<>/

Helpful Hints in Biology 1. Is your life simply full of buttonhooks-all because when it comes to BTO's, your
life is strictly stock? Do you yearn to hear a doll sound
off with "Come on worm, squirm?" Then brush up on
your picture painting, look to your she-math, and do
your fingernails with longer lasting Dura-Gloss. Then,
witch, see how you'll blit/ your convoy!

;e.50

Glossary: Man ttap: popular gal. In the cafr:
at school. Biology I: boy problem Buttonhooks:
question marks, le problems HTO: Big Time
Operator, i e boy who takes you out. Strictly
Hock: nothing much doing, Doll: eligible male.
Come OH, norm, •Qu/rill Let's dunce. Picture
painting use of cosmetics She-math: your figure. Dura Gloss the nail polish for fingernail
SA Witch: gal. Bliti your convoy: ImpraM
your escort.

NAIL POLISH

|0Phi io<

Dorothy May

THE HOUSE OF QUALITY
tOI>

LABORATORIES
[■ :

k

, I

•
I

• A T E » S O N

Rt\nolds

$10.95

SANDALS
$1.99 $2.45 $2.95

IHIUIilJSS
Al oil Cosmetic Counters

A largo selection <-l* (.in.i>ham8, Sheers,
Stripes, Voiles, Seersuckers, and Prints
that you will love.

N
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Cotillion Leader

Just Looking, Thanks

Fantastic Fantasia Features
Famous Musical Masterpiece

And now for a review of the week's news in tlie social stratas.
For the first time in quite a while migration showed trends toward
instead of away from. The fortunate* had their parttlla little sisters
and friends up foi May Day which in ease you don"t remember took
place at Lonuwood on Saturday afternoon . . .

"Fantasia", Walt Disney's exciting new musical production,
presents a concert for both the
ye and ear. While the Philadelphia Symphony Orchestra under
the brilliant direction of Leopold
Stokowski playi (even meat treasures of music the sen en i. filled
with the visual interpretation of
tins music
Everyone has his
own mental images provoked by
fie music 0* else wonders what
ether.; see in what to him is just
lythm and melody. Now these
two personalities can go hand in
hand to sec. hear, and enjoy
"Fantasia"
through
Disney's
many strange hilarious, beautiful and exciting forms
Tchaikovsky's "N u t c r a c k er
Suite opens the picture. Many
mu ic lovers will be pleased, that
this beloved music is accompanied
by some of the artist's moel faa' cinating work Mickey Mouse is
I stai red as a student magician in
! the section background by Dukas'
lively and catchy "The Sorcerer's
Apprentice'.
Walt Disney has long sought to
utilise a prehistoric -ttinR in a
film. Seeking music that would
1) ■ interesting and appropriate he
chose "Rite of Spring" bt
of its ravage and exciting character. Dinosaurs, volcanoes, boiling
rceans, and a world in the throes
ef creation are used in Interpreting this significant eotapo
in modern music.
Beethoven's Symphony Number
6 Sequence follows closely the
composers own interpretation of
j this masterful score known the

Perfection of queen and court set against a background of a
beautiful day. And then to end a perfect day the annual dance sponsored by the Virginian stafl to the swing of the Washington and Lee
Collegians . . . The gym all dressed up in green Ml I yellow in tune
with Sweet Springtime . . and blending in with the host of pastel
dresses . . . orchids . . . attractive men and the added attraction '
of a large crowd of spectators.
Sunday found many S. T. C.ers at Roanoke attending Nancy's
and Billy's wedding. Some of those who went were Mary Haymes. |
Dot Johnson, Margaret afflth, Frances Rosebro. Amy Read, Betty ]
Reid, Martha Roberts, Lillian Wal'.ab, Anne Ayers 'who incidentally
was one of the bridesmaids!, Gerry Addas, Margaret Bowling. Dor-'
othy Childress. Sara Cline. Mary Kathenne Dodson Jane Engleby ;
and Lilly Bee Gray.
Home again went Jane Freeman, Helen Ott. Ernestine Morgan.
Dorothy Anderson. Martha Woodhouse, Natalie Carroll, Helen Cobbs.
Cecile Pair, Betty Agnew. Jean Akers, Jo Brumfleld. Elizabeth Barrett. Virginia Barksdale, Ann Berry, Joan Haddon, Spilly Purdum,
Libby Bernard, Eleanor Folk and Irma Graff.
Gallivantin' Ida Blllups. Jane Foster and Frances Whichard
trekked to Annapolis. Margaret Pray to Duke University and Nell
Quinn to Princeton. Martha Anderson and Violet VVoodall attended
a Sigma Pi Rho convention at Carbondale. Illinois.
Week-ending with Frances Mallory In Lawrenceville were Margaret Kitchin. Ellen Ebel. Margaret Webster, Nancye Allen . . . and
May Winn visiting her majesty the queen of May in Richmond. Bay11s Kunz and Jo Brumfleld capitol cavorting around Washington . .
Just as you are
Those screams from the "rec" last Thursday night weren't DOOgies or burglars Just the Mu Omegas in stitches. The new girls tluvw
a "come as you are party" for the old girls and some of them appeared in apparel that was out of this world. After a vigorous
game of "going to Jerusalem" the mob settled down to a 10 o'clock
snack.
The members of the Baptist Student Union held a picnic at
Longwood on Monday to discuss plans for the coming year . . plenty
of food and fun.

Mary Lou Shannon, who with Jimmy Dodson ol the I'niversity of Virginia, will lead the figure at the Cotillion Club formal
on Saturday night.

Williams Elected
SOCIAL CALENDAR FOR MAY
Pi Gamma Mu picnic
Longwood, May 6. at 5 o'clock
Gamma Theta banquet
Longwood, May 8 at 6 o'clock
Cotillion Club Spring dances
May 9 in College gym
Tea Dance
3:30 o'clock until 5:30 o'clock
Formal
8:30 o'clock until 12 o'clock
Cotillion Club picnic
Longwood, May 8 at 6 o'clock
Phi Zeta Sigma picnic
Longwood. May 12 a 6 o'clock
Virginian banquet
May 13 at 6 o'clock
ASA picnic
Longwood, May 13 at 5:30 o'clock
AST picnic
Longwood May 18. at 5:30 o'clock
Commercial Club picnic
Longwood. May 19 at 5 o'clock

Willis, the Florist
Flowers for All Occasions

Place your orders
now for
MOTHER'S DAY
CANDIES

Farmville Mfg. Co.
MILL WORK
BUILDING MATERIALS

RECORDS
Victor, Bluebird. Decca, Columbia
and Elite

On Sale Here!

PATRONIZE

PATTERSON
DRUG CO.
MONEY SAVING PRICES
For Drusa and Toiletries
I- ijwrt Prescription Serrtee
Clean Fountain
Featuring
Southern Dairies "Velvet" Ice
Cream
SM MAIN 8TREET

Green Front
Food Store

SHANNON'S

GRAY'S
DRUG STORE

College Shoppe
Our aandwichea are the best In
town. Come In and try them
Quick Service.
Call 200
We Dall»er

WILSON
FIRESTONE STORE

Victory Cotton Slips
SI.19 each
Roses's 5-10-25c Store
ON THE CORNER

Hop Says:
Look Your Best
at Spring Cotillion
DeLuxe Cleaners

Continued from Page 1
PHONE 77
Is being sponsored by the War
PHONE 139
Finance committee
International Songs
Featured Friday
A program of international
Staple and Fancy Groceries
songs will be presented Friday
Fruits and Vegetables
by the Ritual Committee. Immediately after dinner Friday night, Home Killed and Fresh Meats
the flag on the Rotunda dome
Hl'NGRY!
will be lowered in a retreat ceremony. At this time national songs Fat Delicious Strawberry Short
will be furnished by the Farmcake at
ville Silver Band.
On Saturday morning, the Conservation and Salvage Committee
PHONE 522
will present a skit during the
chapel program Nell Richards is
in charge of the program.
At specified hours each day. a
booth will be kept open in the Pure Drugs
Mettlclnea
Rotunda for the sale of bonds
Perfumes— Toilet Articles
and stamps.
Farmville. Virginia
Quality—Price— ■stria*

Come In and hear them
'iv paid for old records

SOUTHSIDE
DRUG STORE

Continued from Page 1
Mary Sterrett. corresponding secretary: Mary Ann Jarrett, treasue; and Mary Elizabeth Harvey,
reporter. Miss Mary E. Peck Is
advisor for Alpha Phi Sigma. The
new officers will be installed at an
early date
Those girls who are now eligible for membership, having attained the required B average,
will be bid this year but will not
be initated until the Pall quarter
of next year.

Air-Raid

world over as the Pastoral Symphony. The only variation makes
the filming more pictorial. The
human folk enjoying their day
in the country became mythological characters like centaurs, centaur, ttcs. unicorns, flying horses,
etipids. gods, and goddess.
Another idea Disney has been
considering is a broad burlesque
of a ballet. This division set to
the music of Panchielli's "Dance
to the Hours" is a smash hit. Mile
Upanova. an ostrich with a shy.
coy. manner and feet the size of
gunboats assisted by a ludicrous
Hyacinth Hippo, Ben Ali Gates
and his elephant pals dance a
ballet in such a way that there's
no doubt that Disney did a tall
bit of considering.
Moussoigskys Night on Bald
Mi untain" and Shubert's famous
"Ava Maria" were chosen because
of the possibility of contrasting
the two The first is powerfully
drawn with a maniacal revel by
ghottS, devils, and creatures of evil. The second ends
Fantasia with a high note of
Bieat inspirational appeal.
When this picture comes to the
Theater Monday and Tuesdaj May 18th and 19th it will
DOl give any two people the same
impression, but cannot fail to
arouse the greatest enthusiasm.

C. E. Chappell Co.
FOUNTAIN SERVICE
Visit us for the best
PHONE 139

Vanity Beauty Shop
'across from 5 A 10c aUrei
Phone 3(0

BUTCHER'S
The Convenient Store
For faculty and student body
(>ood things to rat and drink
I High Street l

May 10th is
Mother's Day
Newberry's bring you
a world of
(iift Suggestions
Newberry's
la -He Ms STORE

Lovelace Electric
Shoe Shop
"From old to new with any
Only first class material used
All work guaranteed

BRING TOUR CLOTHES FOR
PROMPT SERVICE
U

KLEANWELL
CLEANERS
OPPOSITE POST OFFICE

S camps...
tin' Newest sandal in town
Natural and White

DUKE UNIVERSITY
School of Nursing

2.45

Seersucker and Chambray. One and 2 piece Dresses
Candy Stripes
g\ (\r* Ul r (\m>

Multiple stripes

6.VD

oJuO

THE HUB
DEPT. STORE

DURHAM. N. C.
The Diploma of Graduate Nurse
is awarded after three years.
Qualified students are elegible
for the degree of B. 8. in Nursing
after an additional year of hospital and university work.
The entrance requirements are
Intelligence, character, and one
year of college work.
The annual tuition of 1100.00
covers the cost of maintenance
and uniforms.
Because of the urgent need for
nurses, the next class will be admitted July 5 Instead of Septem-'
ber 30. as previously announced.
Catalogues, application forms,
and Information about requirements may be obtained from the i
D**n
Adv. |

With a bottle of ice-cold Coca-Cola in your hand, you
are all tet to enjoy the delicious taste you want, the aftersense of refreshment you like, the quality you, and
millions of others, have come to welcome ... the quality
of Coca-Cola—the real thing.

5

IOTTIED UNDO AUTHORITY OF THF. COCA-COIA COMPANY »Y

You trust its quality

COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO.

FARMVILLE, VA

